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Final fantasy crystal chronicles ps4 review

They say it's never good to live in the past for a long time. Nostalgia can be a powerful ally but also a terrifying enemy, helping you remember happier, perhaps easier times, but also preventing you from living here and now. I'm definitely as guilty as any for nostalgic trips down memory lane, especially when it comes to gaming. The Gamecube was my
favorite console, and surely the season I look back on with the most love; was, after all, my childhood gaming platform and its library contains some of my most valuable gaming experiences, including final fantasy: Crystal Chronicles.Way back in 2003, when the world was in a somewhat more stable state, Crystal Chronicles represented my first entry into the
Final Fantasy series, and despite its complicated and expensive multiplayer system , I had an explosion. Unfortunately, time wasn't as good at entering spin off as it has been in other titles in the Gamecube library, resulting in Final Fantasy: Crystal Chronicles Remastered feeling something like a proper remastered version of the original. Like the original, you
can take control of a young adventurer on a dangerous journey to monsters full of landscapes looking for drops of myrrh to help replenish the power of the crystal that protects your village from deadly miasma that now covers the world after a devastating meteor strike. Unlike traditional entries in the Final Fantasy series, the story in the Crystal Chronicles is
pretty basic, and eventually plays out like a huge fetch quest. Before you start, you can create up to eight characters to fill your village from one of the four unique tribes, each with their unique strengths and weaknesses. For example, the Clavants have high defensive stats and are weak with magic spells, while the Yukes are magical teachers, but lack a
physical punch. Once you've created your caravan, you can choose one character at any time to play as - you can change your playable character for another as often as necessary during your journey - and their unique features will determine how you deal with the dungeons you need to conquer on your journey in order to get vital myrrh drops. Despite the
RPG story of the series, Crystal Chronicles doesn't apply many traditional RPG elements, rather combining dungeon crawls with action-adventure to create something unique. Instead of earning traditional experience points as you move through dungeons, you're able to pick up items that temporarily enhance skills like magic, power, and defense, while others
increase vital statistics, such as your heart's ability. at the end of each dungeon, able to choose one to keep permanently. You can also find recipes for new weapons, armor and magic spells that can be created in villages around the world assuming you have received the relevant materials. As soon as you manage to collect three drops of myrrh, you return
to your village, where you are given the welcome of a hero, before the procedure. Process. again, with this process playing out for years. Completing three dungeons equates to a year in the game, though it's little wonder that the characters don't seem to get old, even when the years start to arrive in double figures. The main story boasts about 14 dungeons
to deal with, with an equal number of additional and more challenging news ones added once the mainline story is completed, but the dungeons are relatively easy to overcome with very little challenge. You can repeat dungeons in a more difficult difficulty setting - and you'll need to in order to move on - but I stayed wanting more, and that goes double for the
bosses. I liked their aesthetics, but bar a few late-game entries that need some magical puzzle solving, most bosses just require you to hack and sit on them until their bar life runs out, which can often be an annoyingly slow experience if you haven't upgraded skills and weapons. Despite multiplayer issues (more on that later), repetitive battle is probably one
of the biggest issues holding the game back from being a pleasant remaster. Back in 2003, Crystal Chronicles' move from traditional series-based battles to a more open hack-and-slash combat style was a pleasant change of pace, but in today's market, Square's decision not to improve gameplay makes for a dated, rather boring experience that makes long
sessions a chore. Fighting essentially boils down to waiting for an enemy to attack, bypassing that attack, launching an attack, and repeating until the enemy dies, and unfortunately this process is the same for bosses. You can mix combat with utlising physical and magical attacks, but it's odd that Square Enix decided not to remaster combat to become a
more fluid, modern experience. That said, adding an upgraded mini-map that lets you see where enemies are hiding and where treasures lie makes crossing the dungeons easier, though the lack of a full dungeon map feels like a huge oversight. Unfortunately, The Final Fantasy: Crystal Chronicles Remastered looks less like a remaster and more like a port
with HD textures. Character models certainly had an upgrade and still look pretty good today, while the varied dungeon landscapes are still a joy to see, ranging from deep mushroom forests to lava-filled volcanoes. However, despite some excellent water and crystal graphics, the upgrades to the graphics are not enough to slap a remastered slogan for the
title. In addition to the best graphics, English voice acting has been added to from the mainline dialogue, but it feels a little undercooked, as if most actors are just reading from a script, as opposed to immersing themselves in the characters. Adding remastered to a title should show the quality of life improvements have been made to the original to smooth
gremlins from the past. A perfect example is loading screens, which are fortunately smaller or nonexistent in modern games. Here, however, it's back in strength and it's absolutely ridiculous! Before and and each cutscene there is a load screen of 10-15 seconds, and when you look at cutscenes can appear while you are passing the map of the game, and
before entering and leaving dungeons and villages, the amount of time lost looking at loading screens during the 10-15 hour journey through history is simply unacceptable; surly Square could have been removed or seriously reduced loading times for a remastered title release in 2020? While Square's decision to change very little from fighting the original
and mechanical gameplay left the remastered very sluggish, they happily left Kumi Tanioka's gorgeous soundtrack relatively untouched. Bar the repetitive melodies that play every time you see the map of the game, the rest of the soundtrack still remains one of the best in gaming, with a few new tracks adding to an overall rustic feel. It's hard to talk about
Crystal Chronicles without talking about the multiplayer element, especially since it's a huge part of the title. Unfortunately, Square have managed to take the complicated and expensive GBA and GBA connection cable mess that plagues the Gamecube version and makes it worse. Teams of up to four players can take up dungeons together, with one person
carrying the crystal chalice and the other three working together to take on enemies. In the co-op, players can merge spells together, making them more powerful and even gain access to areas in dungeons that are specific to the co-op. When everything works, multiplayer is the most rewarding way to play Crystal Chronicles Remastered.Unfortunately, in this
version, Square has removed local multiplayer for development reasons, they have implemented area blocking so that EU players can't play with friends in Asia or North America, and add insult to injury if you're not the host , your progress will not be saved. This means that if four players want to advance the story at the same time, a dungeon must be
completed four times with each player taking on the role of host. This is not only tiring, it is very infuriating due to the abandonment of connection, constant lag and general player exhaustion. In addition, if you happen to have friends in your area, you'll need their friend code in the game to collaborate, but friend codes only remain valid for 30 minutes, after
which you'll need a new one. The entire multiplayer aspect of the remaster is somewhat worse than the original, and in its current state a real mess. I remember falling in love with Final Fantasy: Crystal Chronicles in 2003, and even after all these years I enjoyed playing through history again with updated graphics and textures on my Switch. However, despite
the visual the fight and game elements here are woefully outdated, and the multiplayer is an absolute mess and is somewhat worse than the original. If you are going to slap a remastered title on your game, you really need remaster the whole game, and not just the graphics. Finally, Final Fantasy: Crystal Chronicles Remastered is not going to appeal to new
fans because of its mechanical gameplay, while those who played the original may find their nostalgic memories not as satisfying as they remember. Remember.
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